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Case Profile
I am researching the quilting community - starting with the Tree City Quilters Guild. I am hoping to gather 
information on this group that dedicates their free time to a timeless, tedious, and rewarding craft. I am hoping to 
learn more about the work that goes behind creating a quilt and how a craft can bring together people from all 
realms of life. 
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Secondary research
Underground Railroad

African American slaves may have used a quilt code to navigate the Underground Railroad. Quilts with patterns named “wagon 
wheel,” “tumbling blocks,” and “bear’s paw” appear to have contained secret messages that helped direct slaves to freedom, the 
pair claim.

A plantation seamstress would sew a sampler quilt containing different quilt patterns. Slaves would use the sampler to memo-
rize the code. The seamstress then sewed ten quilts, each composed of one of the code’s patterns.
The historians believe the first quilt the seamstress would display had a wrench pattern. “It meant gather your tools and get 
physically and mentally prepared to escape the plantation.”The wagon wheel pattern told slaves to pack their belongings be-
cause they were about to go on a long journey.
The tumbling blocks pattern was an “indication to pack up and go.”

There is no evidence that this is fact, since no one wrote down the codes - becuase what if it fell into the wrong hands? 

a family legend that said messages encoded in quilts helped slaves escape to freedom on the Underground Railroad. This is 
oral history 

https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/02/did-quilts-hold-codes-to-the-underground-railroad/

Early settlers patched blankets when they became worn - combinging with other blankets

quiltings - sewing 3 quilts layers together 
sewing - the making and mending of textiles. Made up of stitches
stitching - the fundamental elements of sewing
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interview questions
How did you get involved with quilting? - Her mother taught her how to sew, and then she came to UF as a student 
and took the leisure classes. She really enjoyed the creative aspect of quilting, and stuck with it. 

What do you love about quilting or the quilting culture? - She loves the charity aspect. She also loves that there are 
all kinds of mediums that you are exposed to, such as traditional and modern. She loves when she gives someone a quilt 
and it seems so special. She loves it when people say “You made this for me?” 

What are some of the most difficult things about quilting or being part of a quilting club? Everyone wants to start 
with an advanced pattern, and if you are a beginner, you need to start with beginner patterns. Its easier to have a mentor, 
because often you need help. Quilting can be challenging becuase it requries precision with cutting, pressing, and sew-
ing. Also, quilting is not a cheap craft. Fabric runs about $8/yard, and it costs about $20 for batting. 

How does quilting affect your daily life? Leesa sew everyday, whether that means quilting, sewing little things like 
makeup bags or fleece hearts for the NICU babies. Its a good stress relief for her. She is always working on something. 

Who do you give your quilts to? She mostly gives her quilts away to charity. The Tree City Quilters make about 600 
hearts a month. The quilters are funded by Visit Alachua tourism. They also make quilts for the NICU babies four times a 
year, and that is funded by the March of Dimes. Also, they will make pillow cases for Cases for Smiles. These pillow cases 
are bright colored, and are donated to kids with long term illnesses. 

Where do you normally get your quilting materials? She likes to support family owned or local shops, but Gainesville 
doesn’t have any. She goes to Lake City, Trenton, or Ocala. When she needs something specific, she will shop online at 
Etsy or Fabric.com. 

What are the basic materials you need to get started on a quilt? You would need a rotary mat, cutter, and the largest 
ruler you can afford. You also need fabric, thread, a machine, batting, and an iron. 

Where do you find quilting inspiration? - Instagram! Leesa follows lots of quilting accounts, and right now she especial-
ly likes Australian quilters. She also goes to quilt shows, state fairs, and reads magazines. She can also find a lot of inspira-
tion from nature. 
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other info from Leesa
The Tree City Quilting Guild offers tutorials and a community atmosphere. They share encouragment, advice, and 
mistakes! 

There are 96 members. All ages, but most are older. 

Always prewash fabrics, because lots of fabrics are dipped in formaldehyde. She discourages you from getting 
fabric from Walmart. If a fabric feels stiff, its probably dipped in lots of formaldehyde. 
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Quilts from the Tree City Quilters
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persona

Older women, about 50 years and above. They have time on their hands (about 2 hours per day) that they can dedicate to 
quilting. They like having a community where they can find inspiration and share their quilts with each other. They have a 
platform to deliver their quilts to charities, and they feel that their hobby has a purpose!

Age: 61
Occupation: Part-time Substitute Teacher
Location: Gainesville, FL

Story: Mary is a former 6th Grade English teacher, but has recently 
decided to become a part-time substitute. Her husband is newly 
retired, and she not yet ready to give up the work force entirely.  She 
now has more time to spend with her young grandchildren, and 

pursue new hobbies. Her mother always quilted, and with all the new babies in her life, she really wants to learn 
so she can make heirlooms for her growing family. 

Motivations: Mary has always been artistic, and she really wants to find a hobby where she can make new 
friends, use her hands, and spend her time making something that her whole family can appreciate and use. 

Goals: She wants to make quilts that would look nice in her grandchildrens’ cribs and in her own house. She 
would also like to make friends in the process. 

Frustrations: Mary has never used a sewing machine before, and she is very new to quilting. 

Mary Day
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research reflection

Researching the quilting guild was so insightful and inspiring. Before I began to research quilting, specifically the Tree city 
quilting guild, I thought that quilting was just a fun hobby for people with a good amount of time on their hands. I knew 
it involved creativity, but my eyes were completely open to a totally warm, gracious, and inspiring group of people. When 
I reached out to the guild, I was contacted by Leesa Lloyd, the president of the club. She was so kind and gracious, and 
we continue to keep in touch. I sat with Leesa, and she told me so much about the history of quilting, about her club, and 
about the basics of being quilter. I did not know how much the guild does for the community. Nearly all of the quilts that 
they make go to charity. The men and women in the quilting guild take their passion, and use it to make others feel better. 
Its a simple gesture that brings smiles, comfort, and warmth. I was so surprised at how selfless and hardworking the Tree 
City quilters are. They do so much good for the community. Though their quilts don’t save lives, they surely make life better. 

With this project, I was really put outside my comfort zone. I was brought into a world that I knew nothing about, and 
hobby that I had no experience in. After doing this research, I knew that I had to immerse myself even futher, and give 
sewing a try. I had to step outside of my safe bubble, reach out to strangers, and meet up with them. This was scary, but so 
rewarding! I loved learning about someone’s passion, and I was so inspired by how they use this passion to make the world 
a better place. 
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Rotary mat Cutter Ruler

Sewing machine Thread Batting

Iron

The Basics:
What you need to make your first quiltThe art of necessity

The Underground Railroad

• Early settlers patched blankets when they became worn - combining it 
with other blankets

• In later years, when fabrics were being manufactured in the US for cheaper 
prices, it became a more artistic practice, where women were able to express 
themselves

• Members of rural communities would often gather together to finish quilts 
or do other projects at a faster pace

• It is presumed through oral history that African American slaves may have 
used a quilt code to navigate the Underground Railroad

• Quilts with patterns named "tumbling blocks," "bear’s claw," and "wagon 
wheel" appear to have contained secret messages that helped direct slaves 
to freedom, the pair claim.

• It is claimed that ancestors passed down the secret of the quilt code from 
one generation to the next

• A plantation seamstress would sew a sampler quilt containing different 
quilt patterns. Slaves would use the sampler to memorize the code. The 
seamstress then sewed ten quilts, each composed of one of the code's pat-
terns.

• The code was a way to say something to a person in the presence of many 
others without the others knowing. It was a way of giving direction without 
saying, 'Go northwest.'"

picking colors and fabric

quilting inspiration

patchwork/pieced aplique

Don’t be afraid to mix patterns - stripes, polka dots, and plaids. 
Pro tip: If you have trouble matching fabrics or picking out colors, 
look at the dots on the side of the fabric cut. Match those colors, and 
your quilt will always look cohesive! 

quilting

Beginner alert!
If you’re a beginner, don’t start with fancy patterns

quilting styles

Average cost for materials 

$8 $20/yard of fabric /batting

• 11-12 yards of fabric are needed for an average quilt
• Average $100/quilt not including the basic purchases needed 
to get started

Where to get materials
in Gainesville, FL

There are family owned and/or local shops in Trenton, Lake 
City, and Ocala. You can find specific fabrics online at Etsy or 
Fabric.com. 

Something to be wary of: When getting fabric from stores like 
Walmart or Joann’s, if the fabric feels still, it is often dipped in 
formadelhyde. This is unsafe. Be sure to always wash your 
material before quilting!

drafting patterns

Patterns can be taken from quilting catalogues or online 
resources, but many advanced quilters use geometry to draft 
their own unique patterns

The online quilting community: websites such as:
allpeoplequilt.com, american quilter.com and Instagram.

quilting

stitching

sewing

The process of sewing the three quilt layers together, using 
stitches in decorative patterns. The purpose is to secure all 
three layers to each other and/or to add to the beauty and 
design of the finished quilt

The fundamental element of sewing

The making and mending of textiles. Made up of stitches 

why is quilting so special?

Because when you put a quilt in someone’s hands, they say 
“Wow you did this for me?” They are made with lots of love and 
effort. - Leesa Lloyd, President of Tree City Quilters

All information not sited was given by Leesa Lloyd, president of the Tree City Quilting Guild, and an experienced quilter

tree city quilting guiLd, gainesville, fl

https://static.fatquartershop.com/media/wys
iwyg/pdf/SugarplumBlockChallenge-Patter
n.pdf

https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/02/did-quilts-hold-codes-to-the-underground-railroad/
http://content.time.com/time/arts/article/0,8599,1606271,00.html

• 96 members

• They make 600 fleece hearts a month that are donated to the  
  NICU unit at Shands Hospital

• These hearts are worn on the mother’s chest, and then put 
into the babies crib so that they can have their mother’s scent

• They also make quilts for the NICU babies four times a year, 
and that is funded by the March of Dimes

• The quilters are funded by Visit Alachua tourism

• They make pillow cases for Cases for Smiles. These pillow 
cases are bright colored, and are donated to kids with long 
term illnesses

• Other charities they work for: Haven Hospice, Peaceful paths, 
and Wounded Warriors

• The Tree City Quilting Guild offers tutorials and a community 
atmosphere. They share encouragment, advice, and mistakes! 

• The Tree City Quilting Guild is a place that offers inspiration, 
feedback, and a place to learn

Information taken from Leesa Lloyd, President of Tree City Quilters, and their website: 
https://www.treecityquilt.com/community-service
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design challenge
The Tree City Quilters bring joy to people who are going through difficult times - whether that be parents with 
babies in the NICU, veterans, the elderly in hospice, or terminally ill children. Their quilts bring smiles, warmth, and 
joy. It makes these people secure in that others are thinking about them. The Tree City Quilters make 600 hearts a 
month for the NICU unit. They give 6 hearts to the mother, who wears a heart on her chest each day. These hearts 
are then put next to the baby so he or she can have the mother’s scent. 
The Tree City Quilters also have a newly designed website featuring lots of information about their guild. It is 
important for them to maintain a community aspect, recruit new members, and retain current ones. 
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design strategy

I would like to make a special packaging for the mothers. It must be very worrisome for them to have just given 
birth, only for their babies to be taken to the NICU unit because they are premature or have health problems. I 
would love to come up with a sweet, comforting, and warm package for the mothers. This way, they can know 
that someone is thinking of them, and hopefully offer a glimmer of hope knowing that their babies will still be 
connected to them, even though they have to spend their first days away from their mother. 
I also want to give the Tree City Quilters a new brand identity that goes with their newly designed website. This 
includes modernizing the logo.  They need promotional materials to recruit new members as well as inform 
current ones. I would like to create a folder filled with information about the Tree City Quilters, a name tag and 
sticker. 
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Audience description
For the branding materials, the audience is for people looking to join a community of quilters and sewers. They 
have an idea of how to sew, but are looking to gain more experience in quilting. They have time on their hands 
(about 2 hours per day) that they can dedicate to quilting. They like having a community where they can find 
inspiration and share their quilts with each other. They have a platform to deliver their quilts to charities, and they 
feel that their hobby has a purpose!
For the Fleece heart packaging: Mothers of newborns whose babies are in the NICU. They are worried, tired, and 
overjoyed all at the same time. 
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collatoral sketches
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mood board
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Packaging process design work

I scanned in fabric, and made a quilt pattern using the fabric textures combined with digital patterns

I then experimented using these patterns in typography
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Logo process design work

These are the first logo iterations. I wanted to take the original logo (far left) and update it a bit. I didn’t want to change 
the whole concept, but I knew there were things I could do to modernize it. 
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explorations and protoypes
I made many box templates and protoypes to figure out which colors, materials, and sizes I liked. 

I also made mulptiple templates for name tags and promotional materials
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I wanted to make all of the collateral materials to feel hand crafted and cozy. I wanted to use comfort colors, and make 
everything seem friendly and nurturing. I chose to make packaging for the fleece hearts. Every month, the Tree City quilters 
donate 600 sewn fleece hearts to the NICU unit at Shands. The parents that have to put their babies in the NICU are scared, 
anxious, and exhausted. These fleece hearts offer comfort and hope. I wanted to deliver a package that could add an extra 
smile to these parents’ faces. I chose to hand stitch the border of the box top. This adds that handmade, crafty feel. I tried to 
bring elements of quilting and sewing into every aspect of my collateral materials. This box says “made with love from the 
Tree City Quilters.” Again, bringing parents the idea that the quilters are thinking of them, and sending them love. On the 
inside top of the box, there are instructions are what to do with the hearts. 

final design outcome

box
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For the member folder, I wanted to create a piece of material that current members, and new members could have that 
symbolize their initiation into the guild. In the handstitched pockets, I created two separate sheets. One, has the basics about 
joining the guild. This can be useful information for new members, and it can also be handed out to prospective members 
to encourage membership. The other sheet is a “charity quick reference.” This gives guidelines on how to make the fleece 
hearts, quilt sizing, and pillowcase sizing. This folder also comes with a button and a custom Tree City Quilting marker. This is 
to be used as a name tag. There is also a 3 inch sticker.

final design outcome

member folder
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After doing research, I knew that I had to fully immerse myself into quilting, and try to learn how to sew. I started out by 
printing the infographic, but I wanted to try and quilt it. I printed out all of the information on a very thin canvas, and then 
used the sewing machine to piece it all together. This was a very challenging task, but so rewarding. The craft is definitely 
not perfect, but I because I did this, I gained an immense amount of appreciation for the skill and patience it takes to make a 
great quilt. 

final design outcome

infographic
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design reflection

I feel that I stayed true to the overall feel of the quilting guild. They have a very homey vibe, and I wanted to make 
sure that I stuck to that. Everything I did felt very crafty and homemade. However, I wish that I could have made 
my materials be easy to mass produce. Everything I made was very intricate and involved hand sewing. That being 
said, quilting is not meant to be mass produced, and it is very personalized and intricate. My designs stuck to that 
idea, but making a hand sewed box may not be the most efficient way to package something. 

All in all, I really felt challenged during this assignment. I did something so different from what I was used to. I 
loved that I was able to step away from my computer, but still design. Learning to sew was a challenge, but I’m so 
glad I know how to do it now.
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